Jazz Icons

Today, jazz history is dominated by iconic figures who have taken on an almost god-like status. From Satchmo to Duke, Bird to Trane, these legendary jazzmen form the backbone of the jazz tradition. Jazz icons not only provide musicians and audiences with figureheads to revere but have also come to stand for a number of values and beliefs that shape our view of the music itself. Jazz Icons explores the growing significance of icons in jazz and discusses the reasons why the music’s history is increasingly dependent on the legacies of ‘great men’. Using a series of individual case studies, Tony Whyton examines the influence of jazz icons through different forms of historical mediation, including the recording, language, image and myth. The book encourages readers to take a fresh look at their relationship with iconic figures of the past and challenges many of the dominant narratives in jazz today.

Tony Whyton is Reader in the School of Media, Music and Performance at the University of Salford. Prior to joining the University of Salford, he was responsible for the creation, management and strategic development of the Centre for Jazz Studies UK at Leeds College of Music. He was the founding editor of the interdisciplinary journal The Source: Challenging Jazz Criticism and co-edits the internationally peer-reviewed Jazz Research Journal.
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Cultural memory begins with death: the death of the creator. The search for meaning is left to the survivors. It is up to us to decide how to tell the story, how best to represent the struggle and achievement of artists whose lives belong to the past but whose music continues to live in the present. (Scott DeVeaux, The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History)

The history of jazz has come to be read as fabulous, in fact as a kind of Romance; and that history shows how Romance can turn readily into cult, into the regular making of icons, beginning with Buddy Bolden and going at least to John Coltrane. Jazz confirms the claim that our acts of fabulation cannot seriously be separated from the rest of our social lives … That the history of jazz has lent itself so readily to the making of myths explains much of its fascination, much of the power it has with us. (Frederick Garber, ‘Fabulating Jazz’)

If the study of jazz is to come of age and thrive as a discipline, criticism of canonical masters must be tolerated or, at the very least, received without rancor. (Krin Gabbard, ‘Krin Gabbard Replies’)

A jazz fan dies and reaches the other world and meets St Peter, who takes him to a club with bad lighting, crowded tables, and bored waitresses. But when he sees that the customers include Lester Young, Billie Holiday, Monk, and Bird, he cries out to St Peter, ‘This is heaven!’ Then he notices a figure sitting at the end of the bar, dressed all in black, his back turned to the audience. ‘Who’s that?’ asks the fan. ‘Oh’, says St Peter, ‘that’s God. He thinks he’s Miles Davis.’ (John Szwed, ‘The Man’)
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